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COVER AND TITLE PLATE

BUREAU OF SHIPS NO APD 89-0010-1/2-238
PLATES NO. 1 TO 10 INCL.
GENERAL DIMENSIONS

LENGTH BETWEEN PERPENDICULARS 300'-0"
LENGTH OVER ALL (MOLDED) 300'-0"
BREADTH EXTREME OUTSIDE OF PLATING AT FR 0'7 54'-0"
DRAFT WATER LINE ABOVE BOTTOM OF KEEL 0'-8"

ABOVE DIMENSIONS ARE DESIGNED

SUPERSTRUCTURE DECK AND BRIDGE ABOVE 10'-8" WATER LINE

SUPERSTRUCTURE DECK
AT FR 56 18'-9 3/4"
NAVIGATION BRIDGE
AT FR 56 26'-6"
TOP OF PILOT HOUSE
AT FR 56 33'-8"
40'-8" GUN PLAT
AT FR 4'-1/2 21'-4 1/2"
SUPERSTRUCTURE DECK ON 6'
AFT OF FR 119 16'-8 3/4"

MAST HEIGHT ABOVE 10'-8" W.L.

TOP OF AN/SPS-5C RADAR ANT. ON PULL MAST ASBD: 36'-0"

NAVIGATION LIGHTS ABOVE 10'-8' W.L.

CENTER OF TRUCK LIGHT ON POLE MAST

Masthead

Range L.T.

Anchors

Aircraft Warning Lamps Top of King Post

Side lights

Bridge Level

Sterning

Anchor

Stern

Wake

SMALL BOATS AND FLOATS

No. 16 Life P
4 LCPS
5 COL LIFEBOATS

TOTAL 519

LIST OF FIRE PLUGS

PLUG NO. DECK FRAME P/
01-53 SUPERSTRUCTURE 53-54 S
01-71 II 71-72 S
01-119 II 119-120 P
1-34 MAIN 34-35 P
1-64 II 64-65 P
1-82 II 82-83 P
1-31 II 31-32 P
1-12 II 12-13 P
1-128-1 II 128-129 P
1-128-2 II 128-129 P
2-30 ST PLATFORM 30-31 P
2-51 II 51-52 P
2-124 II 124-125 P
2-156 II 156-157 P

GENERAL DIMENSIONS AND DATA

CAPTAIN

EXC OFF 1
W.E.OFF 10
TROOP OFF 12
CEOF 9
RANGERS 156 147 1
TOTAL 524 178 1

TOTAL 72 72 315
NAVIGATING BRIDGE